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Over the past few years, Sandia National Laboratories has been involved in the design, construction, and operation of a number of DOE-sponsored solar thermal energy systems. Among the systems currently in operation are several industrial process heat projects and the Modular Industrial Solar Retrofit qualification test systems, all of which use parabolic troughs, and the Shenandoah Total Energy Project, which uses parabolic dishes. Operational experience has provided insight to both desirable and undesirable features of the designs of these systems. Features of these systems which are also relevant to the design of parabolic concentrator thermal electric systems are discussed.

A key design requirement for all solar systems is the ability to operate in and survive a wide range of environmental conditions. In Albuquerque, wind has been observed to increase from less than 20 mph to 60 mph in less than 60 seconds upon the passage of a front while at the same time insolation was adequate for system operation. Since few concentrators can reach a safe stow position in such a short time, the capability to survive wind speeds well above operational limits, typically 25 to 35 mph, when out of the stow position, is highly desirable. Another effect which has been observed is wind-induced oscillation of some concentrators; this has caused significant damage. This possibility as well as the steady state effects of wind (e.g., overturning moments) must be considered in concentrator design. Wind-borne debris, such as small rocks, have apparently caused damage to certain types of glass mirrors. These mirrors have survived hail tests; however, rock can have sharp points which apparently penetrate the surface of the glass. In addition, temperatures well above ambient due to direct insolation on portions of the systems other than the reflectors have led to various problems including damage to the bond in glass-steel laminates and intermittent operation of electronic components.

Other design features discussed are system control functions which were found to be especially convenient or effective, such as local concentrator controls, rainwash controls, and system response to changing insolation. Drive systems are also discussed with particular emphasis on the need for reliability and the usefulness of a manual drive capability.
OBSERVATIONS ON RATE OF INCREASE OF WIND SPEED

- MISR SYSTEM DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

  Survival without damage in stow position in winds up to 80 mph.

  Operate continuously in winds up to 25 mph.

  Shutdown automatically in high winds.

- MISR CONTROL SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR SHUTDOWN IN HIGH WINDS

  Stow if wind continuously above setpoint for a minimum period of time.

  Typical Setpoints
  25 to 40 mph
  10 to 30 seconds

- TIME TO STOW FROM FAR HORIZON IS 3 TO 9 MINUTES

- OBSERVED WIND CHANGE AT MISR SITE

  Increase from less than 20 mph to 60 mph in less than 60 seconds.

  This rate of increase greatly exceeds speed with which systems can reach the safe stow configuration; fortunately, no damage to systems occurred.

- RECOMMENDATION - Survival criteria for concentrator when out of stow should be established.
WIND-INDUCED OSCILLATIONS

- Manufacturers have subjected collectors to various tests to determine ability of collectors to survive high winds.

- Typically, a torque has been applied to the collector and/or drive to simulate wind load.

- Collectors of design which survived these tests have been severely damaged in the field, apparently due to wind-induced oscillations.

- In this case, the manufacturer modified the collector structure to prevent oscillation.

- Recommendation - wind-induced oscillations need to be considered in the design.
OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

- HIGH AMBIENT TEMPERATURES

Electronics cabinets and equipment skids can become excessively hot if not properly shaded or ventilated.

Example - The temperature inside a cabinet shaded by an enclosure reached 120°F when ambient temperature was only 85°F. The temperature inside the shaded, but not well ventilated, enclosure was 99°F.

- SUNLIGHT

Alarm and control panel lights and LED's can be nearly impossible to see in bright sun. Shading is required.

Plexiglass over control panels leads to a greenhouse effect and greatly increased temperatures.

- MOISTURE/CONDENSATION

Collectors can frost up or become covered with condensation when rotated out of stow. Moisture may remain on collector, adversely affecting performance for some time. It can be more profitable to delay operation until the collectors have warmed above the dewpoint; however, there are no controls at present to perform this function automatically.

Collectors which have no back sheet are much more likely to attract condensation or frost in the stow position than those with backsheets.

Collectors which are not stowed fully inverted tend to collect a lot of dirt on the portion of the mirror which is close to the ground.

Collectors mirrors also are soiled by dirt carried in the rain from showers which are too brief to wash the air clean and then rinse the mirrors.
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE TO REFLECTIVE SURFACES

STRESSED GLASS

- STRESSED GLASS (CHEM-COR) MIRRORS ON A 2 METER PARABOLIC COLLECTOR DURING DEVELOPMENT TESTING HAD BEEN DEMONSTRATED TO SURVIVE HAIL (0.75 INCHES AT 55 FPS).

- THIRTEEN MIRRORS HAVE FAILED IN THE MISR QTS, APPARENTLY DUE TO WIND-BORNE DEBRIS SUCH AS ROCK AND TUMBLEWEEDS.

- SUCH DEBRIS MAY CAUSE DAMAGE WHEREAS HAIL DOES NOT BECAUSE THE DEBRIS MAY HAVE SHARP POINTS.

- DEBRIS-CARRYING WINDS ASSOCIATED WITH "DUST DEVILS" ARE OFTEN HIGHLY LOCALIZED AND OFTEN ARE NOT DETECTED AT ALL BY THE SYSTEM WIND SENSOR.

- DAMAGE HAS OCCURRED BOTH IN AND OUT OF THE PROTECTIVE STOW POSITION.

- RECOMMENDATION - DEVELOPMENT TESTING SHOULD INCLUDE SUCH DEBRIS AS WELL AS HAIL.
ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE TO REFLECTIVE SURFACES
(CONTINUED)

THIN-GLASS/STEEL LAMINATES

- THIN-GLASS/STEEL LAMINATES HAVE FAILED AT THE ADHESIVE BOND BETWEEN THE GLASS AND THE STEEL.

- THE EFFECT IS PROBABLY ACCELERATED WITH TEMPERATURE.

- ABOVE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE WILL OCCUR WHEN COLLECTORS ARE IN STOW, AS THEY ARE MOST WEEKENDS AT THE MISR SITE, ESPECIALLY WHEN THERE IS NOT A BACKSHEET ON THE COLLECTOR.

- DELAMINATION HAS ALSO BEEN OBSERVED IN COLLECTORS WHICH HAVE BACKSHEETS AND ALSO WHICH HAVE BEEN OPERATED ESSENTIALLY CONTINUOUSLY AND ARE THEREFORE NOT EXPOSED TO SUN ON THE BACK SIDE.

- RECOMMENDATIONS

  ALTERNATE ADHESIVES - EPOXY HAS BEEN TESTED, BUT IS MORE EXPENSIVE TO APPLY.

  ALTERNATE REFLECTIVE SURFACES - SAGGED GLASS, FILM.
CONTROLS

- All MISR systems were required to have a rainwash capability

A rainwash capability means the ability to position all of the collectors facing up from a central control.

The heliostats at the central receiver test facility have never been washed except by rain.

Manual initiation was a requirement since an operator must exercise judgment concerning the probable duration of the rain and possible severe weather conditions.

All systems discontinue the rainwash attitude due to high winds and, in some fashion, protect the collectors from accidental focusing without flow.

Some of the systems automatically resume normal solar operation when insolation is above minimum levels.

Simple, remote actuation is desirable since an operator may be reluctant to stand out in the rain while establishing the rainwash configuration.
CONTROLS
(CONTINUED)

- LIGHT SWITCHES

Light switches are used to determine whether insolation is sufficient for system operation.

The light sensor must view the portion of the sky through which the sun passes during the year. When a large portion of the sky is viewed, indirect light on a bright, cloudy day can cause the sensor output to exceed its threshold level.

The most efficient sensors had some type of tracking ability to limit the active field of view. In one case, this was achieved electronically with no moving parts.

- LOCAL CONTROLS

Features found to be convenient include:

Non-momentary switches for manual rotation of collectors, although momentary switches are probably safer.

The ability to rotate the collector through focus without the collector acquiring the sun.

A local control that allowed automatic positioning of a drive group for spray washing.

With the exception of a system which used power-cable carrier-frequency control technology, an entire system had to be shut down in order to block electrical control signals from entering a local controller during repair. A single multi-pin plug within the controller served this function in one case.
DRIVE SYSTEMS

- RELIABILITY

RELIABLE DRIVE SYSTEMS ARE ESSENTIAL.

ONE SET OF RECEIVERS WERE RUINED ON A MISR SYSTEM DUE TO A MOTOR CONTROLLER FAILURE.

- MANUAL BACKUP

IN THE EVENT OF A DRIVE SYSTEM FAILURE, A MANUAL BACKUP CAN ALLOW AN OPERATOR TO ROTATE THE COLLECTOR TO SAFE STOW.

- MECHANICAL STOPS

MECHANICAL STOPS TO STOP THE ROTATION OF A COLLECTOR IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE OF A LIMIT SWITCH OR OTHER DRIVE SYSTEM COMPONENTS IS ESSENTIAL.

THE MECHANICAL STOP SHOULD BE DIRECTLY TIED TO THE COLLECTOR. AT MISR, A DRIVE CHAIN JUMPED A COG, AND BECAUSE THE MECHANICAL STOP WAS PART OF THE CHAIN AND NOT THE COLLECTOR, IT DID NOT PREVENT THE COLLECTOR FROM BEING DESTROYED BY OVERDRIVING ITS LIMIT.